THE ‘I AM’ PRESENCE ST GERMAIN’S PERMISSION FOR USE OF THE ‘I AM’ DISCOURSES, BY
THE ELEMENTAL GRACE ALLIANCE COUNCIL, AS PART OF OUR EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS.
‘APPLICATION FOR PERMISSION’ BY PETER MELCHIZEDEK FOR AND ON BEHALF OF THE
ELEMENTAL GRACE ALLIANCE COUNCIL DATE 16TH OCTOBER 2018.
INVOCATION: Infinite Presence Expressing Your Perfection everywhere, I welcome
and praise Your Perfect Manifestation in all our lives, homes, and worlds, that Your
Radiant Light may forever consume everything unlike Itself, that Your Wisdom may
always direct, Your Love always enfold, Your Light always Illumining Your Perfect
Pathway, and that You hold us firmly in Your Glorious Radiance, now and forever.
PETER: “I call upon the All-Encompassing and All-Pervading ‘I AM’, The Christ Jesus Within
Me and My Beloved Brother St Germain, so that I may ask for and on behalf of the Elemental
Grace Alliance Council for the Guided use of the ‘I AM’ Presence Discourses that You St
Germain and Beloved Jesus, Presented to Our Brother and Sister Godfre and Lotus Ray King
(The Ballards) back in the 1930’s. I understand the conditions of use, as they have been
explained in your Discourse 21, dated December 3rd, 1932. But, to gain full and undeniable
comprehension of the ‘I AM’ Inner Knowing for the Outer Individualized Expression thereof, I
ask You to come now and share with me/us as to Your Decisions’ of this request.
Out of the fullness of Your Mighty Opulence, O Mighty ‘I AM’, I feel Your Flowing Energy. I feel
Your Enfolding Love. I feel Your Qualifying Presence, hastening all who turn to You into Your
Perfection, I now await your Direction and Guidance.”
ST GERMAIN: Beloved Brother and all those who shall read or listen to this testimonial, you
may wonder why ‘I AM’ calling this response a testimonial, but that is exactly what it is! A
Testimony to Truth and Life of the ‘I AM’ Presence Love in All Action!
Peter, you make Us smile, for sometimes you appear to be totally oblivious to what you are
doing, with no mind for the Facts or the Reality of what has been Created to date with the
Elemental Grace Alliance. Yet that which you continue to do is totally in Alignment with the
‘I AM’ Presence Outpourings for the Individualized Expressions of God Life!
As you have made yourself ready to make this connection you completely forgot that not
only, Am I, St Germain and Jesus The Christ, sitting upon the Elemental Grace Alliance Council,
We are too, with the Whole of the Company of Heaven, including the Elementals, Devas and
Angelic Host Beings. So, even though you have the Humility to come before us again to seek
this Permission of use for the Elemental Grace Alliance, You have already earned the Right for
their use without question! The Elemental Grace Alliance continues to Honour Universal Law
without waver, you have Stood Forth holding the values and virtues of the Rays in keeping to
the Foundational Principals that set the Elemental Grace Alliance apart from any other Group
to date upon the Planet with such a Divine Plan, and so without further a due, I, St Germain
and Lord Jesus, say to you, your request is Granted! But there are a couple of conditions that

I will outline for you in a moment! Not conditions of your use, but conditions of those with
whom they shall be shared with. But before I go into this, I want to remind you, in a way, so
you yourself may continue to accept the unencumbered Support that you have Magnetized
to the EGA from day one, but for those who may read this so as to show why this Request to
become an Educational Platform for the Use and Direct Sharing of these ‘I AM’ Presence
Discourses, along with any of My other Discourses or Work that I share directly with other
Institutions and Light Groups.
Let Me explain about the timely introduction of these particular Discourses and why I have
not brought them forward to you before. As you know, these Discourses do not come under
the same Law of Dispersal as do normal Discourses by the Masters. These Discourses have
not come via the normal transmissions of channellings through human consciousness, these
have come DIRECTLY from the ‘I AM’ Presence of the All that is. These Discourses were not
channelled at all, they were Transmitted by Light and Sound directly out of the Ethers of the
All-Pervading ‘I AM’ of the Godhead. It took 30 years of preparation by the Ray Kings and the
Ascended Masters to prepare for these Discourses to be given in this way!
A venue was prepared whereby all present, would be able to hear through their ears and see
with their own eyes My Voice and Me, Christ Jesus, and Others in physical Presence in the
room. And so, these Discourses carry with them a Resonance of such Power and such
intensity that cannot be allowed to be placed in the hands of anyone, students or not, with
the full charge fully embedded within them. The Book and other dissemination forms do not
carry these embodiments, for if they did, those who would read them would have their lives
radically transformed, and I shall say not for the good!
So, these Discourses under their Full Radiation must only be shared, disseminated, and
allowed to be Studied and put into Life Experiences by those who have trod the Path long
enough that can be Trusted without question, to uphold and Honour the Value of Their
Teachings!
We have not been able to allow these Discourses to enter the Elemental Grace Alliance to
date, because those who have been Members, even those who have taken the Vows and
Pledges and Covenants have been made, were unable to hold true to their ‘I AM’ Presence
Inner and Outer Guidance. They have chosen to jump the train, as Jesus’s analogy clearly
described the consequences of these decisions. To be opened to the Power of these
Discourses one slip in consciousness would be like driving down a highway at full speed with
the Energies of The ‘I AM’ Presence firmly planted in one’s consciousness. Then just before
stopping to refresh the gas tank, and a loss of ‘I AM’ Presence Consciousness allowed for a
huge argument to occur that was all about the ego personality. Total loss of concentration
would occur, and the result would be instead of putting diesel in the tank, one would put
petrol and not even know it! Only to find yourself back on the highway with not only no
power to drive another mile, but to have to call for external assistance to be taken off the
highway, drain and repair and fill up the vehicle correctly again with the Original Power
Supply! The result of this, would then manifest huge delays in time in all manner of speaking,
accidents, roadworks, and diversions of traffic and then off the highway again. The destiny

of that day alone would be extremely detrimental to the Journey! Let alone the days to come.
I see you smiling Peter!! True enough? Yes?
So, while the EGA Members, remain in these states of imbalanced decisions we could not
allow such Radiations to be released, not even to The Elemental Grace Alliance of which We
Ourselves are Eternal Members, after all that has been achieved to date!
Now We See Who is stepping forward making Their Decrees and Pledges and Covenants and
We Know Who They Are, and so We Are Ready to Release this Power to The Elemental Grace
Alliance, through its Fully Pledged and Covenanted Members only.
In My Discourse Protecting the Future within the EGA Book, I said this:
“The New Specialized Gatherings, to truly Nurture and Protect the Quality of Life and Freedom
of Spirit, through Invocation, Ceremony and Ritual have already begun. And these Gatherings
indeed work within certain areas of the Dispensations that Peter so wisely and assuredly has
proposed. We are now traveling, particularly with Point Number 17 of the Proposals ‘Teaching
Facilities and Programs’ in the EGA Book. So much to tell you, so much We wish to give,
provide, and assist humanity with. Yet, still Our hands are tied for just a while longer before
humans are in a position of their Own Focus of Knowing; what it is that they, through their
own ‘I AM’ Presence, Desires of Them! While confusion remains, misunderstandings of their
perceptions of what God Is and how the Laws of The Universe function and are applied, there
remains a deficit of Love Substance that shall continue to prevent the movement of mountains,
the removal of negativity, discord, destruction, and the elimination of inhumane actions
toward humanity.” End Excerpt
What is so beautiful about this Elemental Grace Alliance, and I did indeed from its beginning,
have my reservations, but through one human being with a dream, so much clarity of
intention and Application of the Laws, it has provided this amazing platform from which to
Ascend into Greater Awareness and Universal Understanding. Through this, shall come a
Revolution of Truth that will set humanity free from all those things that they are presently,
having to face head on! This Elemental Grace Alliance was proposed originally because there
was perceived an imbalance between humanity and the Elemental Kingdoms. It is absolutely
on track within the present human consciousness and the need to reunite the three groups
of Evolving Beings that must come together before any of the Proposals made here, can be
fully engaged, implemented, executed, or employed.
It is this Group of Dear Souls who will now not only replenish the numbers of the EGA
Members, but who will bring with them such a diversity of Values, Qualities and Virtues that
to date the EGA is lacking. And so, with this injection of New Life Force, We shall place and
New Dispensation which We shall call the ‘Bounty of the ‘I AM’ Discourses Dispensation’
through My Beloved Lady Portia and the Karmic Board of Directors that shall give the
Elemental Grace Alliance, within this Divine Plan, a New Impetus to take a giant leap forward.
That is, if all Members can hold the New Energies of the ‘I AM’ Presence Infinite Power of
Love, Wisdom and Justice! It will not be easy to begin with, but We can assure you, that if the
Consciousness of the Group through its Individual Members can hold and work with the ‘I

AM’ Presence, as is shared and set out within My Discourses, within a year, All will be so
charged with God Opulence, Infinite Light and Life More Abundant than you could ever
imagine. One-year Dear Souls! But I warn you, any slip ups in consciousness, any lack of
concentration and falling into old patterns or beliefs, filling the gas tank with petrol instead
of diesel, or jumping the train, the delays upon your journey shall be longer than you would
care to be told. The Higher the Resonances and Use of Energies, the Greater the
Responsibilities, the Greater the Responsibilities, the Greater the Retributions to deal with!
Make no mistake, begin studying the Discourses with the Full Resonances will be, like the
Vesta Investment of Energies, they should not be taken lightly!
You all have the ability, from where you are right now to achieve this, else it would not be
offered to you! Tread Lightly for the Ground is Laid with Gossamer Threads, Break the
Threads and you break the Flows within the Matrices of Life!
What I wish you to do Peter is to include in the Testimony to the ‘Sun Of Even Pressure
Council’, all My Discourses in chronological order, for all to read and learn or refresh their
memories of what this Alliance Council and this Divine Plan Stands for. Take heed Dear
Brothers and Sisters, this is what you have signed up for.
Before I close, I will tell you this, in My Classes where I have many Students, they come with
the best of intentions; they work hard and dedicate so much of themselves. I accept only
those in My Classes who place themselves before the Obedience of their ‘I AM’ Presence.
Once that Obedience is broken, they are removed from the Classes, not only for their own
good, but for the good of the other students. This makes sense does it not. While it is
inevitable that life can and does dictate life necessities, that create diversions away from the
‘I AM’, at these levels of study, awareness and achievements, and the ‘I AM’ Presence
Individualized Expressions in the Good to Do and the Good to Be, any distractions that cannot
be dealt with in accordance to the ‘I AM’ Presence immediately, means only one thing, the
loss of momentum and Life Force! So, if anyone is wondering about the removals or retreats
of any old Members of the EGA, Know, they have My Backing and Support to take such
actions. It may seem unfair at levels of human consciousness, the choices may not be
accepted as Truth, but I would have no delay in any such action. One is in or one is out! It is
Universal Law and nothing to do with personal choices.
It is very easy for the ego personality to say they do not agree with any such removals from
any Group, but here I want to tell you all this!
In any Ashram of Any Master, none will allow any Student, any Disciple or Initiate at any level
to remain in the Ashram or their study programs unless the Absolute ‘I AM’ Presence
Obedience is Fully Honoured. All Members of all Ashrams are told in no uncertain terms, their
Obedience is Demanded by the Masters.
Let me also remind you this!
The Elemental Grace Alliance is not a Group! It is a Living Organism that was Conceived and
Consecrated not by any human being, but by Shamballa Itself! You have been told by Lord

Melchizedek that the EGA is an Ashram in its own right! Albeit in its early stages of formation.
However, just because it is in its early stages of Full Manifestation, every step of the way has
been Divinely Orchestrated and those who Act as the Guardians, Curators, Custodians,
Stewards and Administrators are all following the Universal Laws that pertain to the God
Manifestation towards its Perfection. In this Light then, We are Over Lighting those who are
making the choices that MUST be made as if it were already a Fully Manifested Ashram of
Consciousness, Circle of Light, Christ Council, Ashram, whatever you would like to call it. We
KNOW mistakes will be made, We KNOW errors shall be implemented, but more than that
We KNOW and SEE how these are made and in so from a point of All-Pervading Light, All
Knowing, We can allow such mistakes and errors to be played out, for We KNOW the Heart
Intentions, We KNOW the reasons why the mistakes and errors are made, and We Know they
are only short lived and can be overcome without unnecessary delays.
Know that We see what is registered as feelings within the Inner World of everyone so what
is being shared above will always provide the Right Action of any choice. So, remember that
when one is not in agreement with any choice made that has been substantiated clearly and
precisely, through Qualified Information and Knowledge, do not allow oneself to be affected,
by another’s displeasure or disturbances of imaginary activities of how they perceive the
outer self. Simply Know the ‘I AM’, the Only All-Powerful Acting Presence in your own mind,
in your body, and in your world. Through this, one cannot have imposed upon them, by
anyone or anything, less than the ‘I AM’ Presence in Active Expression, Is. It is not your
concern how others act or behave, your Work is to Uphold the ‘I AM’ and place that Infinite
Love into Action, even if it is not understood by others who remain within their own outer
perceptions.
With this understanding, or by giving willing attention to this Great Truth, you will potentially
find a Peace, Happiness, and Self-control, operating about themselves, to such an extent that
no outer condition, disgruntled comment, or disturbance could again disturb them, their
world or their affairs. As soon as the individual becomes aware that he or she really has
control of his or her own Creative thought, power, and feeling, then they will know positively
that they can precipitate into their visible use, or bring into their use from the outer where it
is already created, anything whatsoever upon which he or she holds his or her Creative
thought and feeling firmly upon. The moment that he or she is truly aware of this, they will
know they are forever free or anything that the outer world can give.
The Present Elemental Grace Alliance Administration will make mistakes, it is understandable.
They will place errors into its Life Force, but if they do not Act with the Full Authority as is
perceived by them, then how will they ever see the mistakes or errors. Each one has to step
up to the plate and go through the Love in Action to feel the Love in Action, do you see? As
long as the decisions are not ego desire based or ego-driven, that no emotion is attached to
it, then no decision will be far away from what is required at the time. Until the ‘I AM’ is Fully
Embraced there will always be some wavering upon the accuracy of the choice.
So, Be that Love and make the choices you feel in your Hearts that are the right ones. And do
not be afraid of making choices that stand within and for the Greatest Good of All Concerned.

Use the Truth and the Universal Laws as your Guiding Light. Be the Masters, the Christed
Beings that Live by Example to Safeguard the Integrity of the Ashram, this Living Organism,
and in turn the New Radiations Centres and Sanctuaries will only attract those Dear Souls who
will see the Light of Truth in every lesson, every decision made, every thought, word and
action. We have given you, all the information shared within the EGA Discourses, all the Rules,
all the Laws, All the Guidance you need to make this a success in the shortest time possible,
so come forward Dear Ones, and Be That, which you have Pledged to Become! Be the Mighty
and Infinite ‘I AM’ Presence!
In closing I now return to the point that I wished to clarify that I made above.
Conditions of Use for the ‘I AM’ Presence Discourses By The EGA.
•

No person unless they have completed the EGA Light Programs shall be allowed to
Study these Discourses with the Full Radiation of Resonance.
• No Member who has left the EGA for any reason until they have re-established their
Covenants, Pledges and Resonances shall be permitted to join these Classes.
• No mention of these Discourses as being part of this EGA Light Program shall be made
to entice or be magnetized to others outside the Inner Groups of the EGA, they must
come absolutely voluntarily via their own ‘I AM’ Presence. Complete the preliminary
Works and then and only then shall they be told of this Expansion of these ‘I AM’
Presence Potentials.
Failure in this shall mean the one responsible for such a break in condition shall be removed
immediately from the EGA.
You may think these are harsh Conditions, but if you Knew the Consequences that could be
far reaching, or the Work that awaits you, you would understand God is Perfection in All
things, You can Trust and Rely on God’s Support, We must be able to Trust and Rely on Yours,
as you are becoming the Full Expression of Creation Itself, and you have to Earn this Right.
Where to from here?
I wish you all to begin thinking of coming to my Retreat in the Tetons. When you are ready, I
will make the arrangements and you shall be Our Guests there. Do not make this invitation a
goal, simply set the intention and hand it over to the ‘I AM’ to set it all in motion! Do you
understand!
I believe I have covered what you all need to know for now. Begin your preparations Dear
Souls, give thought and consideration in how you will use these Discourses and call on Me
anytime to Assist or Guide. But be mindful of this, The Radiations Centres you have in mind
to Create, the sooner you begin, the sooner We All can come and be with you all in physicality
and share with you Our Radiations hand to hand, face to face, Heart to Heart!
You Know this to be True because I have just told you how possible it is!

In 1932 it took 30 years of preparation prior to the Transmissions. Today, once the first Christ
Council is ready, where each Member can at will manifest anything they desire out of the
Ethers, Guess what? We can come! And Come by the Droves, WE WILL COME!
‘I AM’ St Germain in Your Service.
Benediction: Mighty, Infinite Intelligence! We give Praise and Thanks for
Your Mighty Comprehension and Mighty Manifestation in the consciousness
of those present. We give Praise and Thanks that ‘I AM’ the Perfect
Understanding in operation, an d that ‘I AM’ everywhere present, performing
all required to be done. ‘I AM’ the Illumination of everyone who looks to
me. ‘I AM’ the Radiant Intelligent Activity in the minds of all mankind. ‘I
AM’ the Master acting in the brain of everyone of humanity , causing Divine
Love, Justice, Peace, Harmony and Perfection to manifest anywhere at will!
And So It Is!
PETER: “I Have been asked to include all St Germain’s Discourses in chronological Order for
a reason un-beknown to me. And here they are!! God Bless You.”

ST GERMAIN: Greetings, ‘I AM’ St Germain, Chohan of the Seventh Ray. I have come not
by the behest of Peter, but by My Own Request to hold a Seat upon this Council. I have been
a part of this Proposal from its investiture, listening to and watching all the twists and turns
within its unfoldment, both from within the physical and mental expressions or I could say
projections that have been made in order to approach and refine and clarify a very powerful
idea.
I have interjected and at times intervened in Peter’s thought processes to warn him of the
dangers in proceeding toward this goal. I have shared with him my concerns and
apprehensions, yet I have not told him how to proceed or given any particular direction to
travel with it! The proof that this Proposal is not your normal conscious creation lies in the
fact that Each of You have come to listen, share and represent God at the Highest Levels of
Earth’s Creation and the Evolution of Mankind at this critical and most auspicious Moment in
time.
If nothing else this Dear Soul has caught the attention of many, and his simple yet very
complex Proposal is but a firm foundation to proceed. Thus far it has ticked all the boxes
progressively within the Laws of Precipitation. We have seen the creations of mankind; that
which is seen as destructive, negative, and inhumane from their perspectives. We have seen
that which is deemed as constructive, positive, and humane as they believe. However, as You
All Know, this duality, these opposing energies that manifest the good and the bad are All
Energies of Love, Power and Wisdom. The Energy is always Neutral. It is All Loving, but there
are many levels of Vibrational Resonances and Frequencies within It! It is only humanity’s use
of this Energy that differentiates this duality through lack of understanding, knowledge, and

experience. There is no such thing as negative, yet the survival of the species demands both
sides of the coin. It is part of the Plan, the Original Idea. So as a measurement of the expansion
of consciousness many people upon the planet are now pushing the envelope, thinking
outside the box, leaving behind the old ways of belief. They are no longer thinking like a
human! They are thinking, speaking, and acting within their physical realities as the
Individualized Expressions of The Prime Creator; They are listening and allowing Their Higher
Selves and the Christ within to Guide Them. I will have much to share throughout the itinerary
of these Discourses, so for now ‘I AM’ St Germain, In Love with Humanity; I shall return to My
Seat.

ST GERMAIN: ‘I AM’ St Germain, Chohan of the Seventh Ray and I have stepped forward
first in this Round of Discourses for I wish to say how pleased I Am to see how harmoniously
and graciously the Elemental Grace Alliance is expanding within its Emergence. ‘Protecting
the Future’ is an excellent suggestion for the change of direction that does uphold the
qualities of the Divine potentials unfurling here.
I have elected to step forward first as there is no order in which the Members of this Council
have to speak. Each Representative will instinctively Know when it is Their time to rise from
Their Seat and Address the Group. This is something that humanity has yet to discover while
at the same time to understand the Universal Principles of such actions within the Creation
of High Councils. It is not the level of vibration that really matters regarding a High Council of
12 + 1, although the Higher the Resonance the Higher the Creative Powers will be, but the
intention to provide the Highest Content of Truth that is both enlightening and uplifting will
provide for very enlightened Goal achievements. It is the Joy, Peace, and Love In Action for
the Greatest Good of All Concerned that is the underlying fundamental guidelines to these
Councils and Alliance Formations or Foundations. However, this is another subject for
another time!
I wish to speak a little today about ‘Protecting the Future’ of life on Earth. The Truth Is no
protection is required at all, for All is Divinely Orchestrated to a finite degree which the
Energies of the Prime Creator flow naturally and inexorably within, through and around with
LOVE! Yet, We are speaking here for and on behalf of the human element of consciousness
and that is where great diligence and awareness is required, so that life on Earth can Ascend
at a much quicker rate than it has done so in the past. How will humanity protect its own
future? That is really what is being asked here and what this Council will Address in
accordance with the varying levels of awareness and Knowing.
Human beings expand their consciousness through new choices that they make in each new
Now Moment. Humanity has to change their minds about so many things in their lives from
this Moment forward in time, especially accepting and acknowledging that they are not
human, no longer thinking that they are! Humans have to stop thinking like a human if they
are going to advance further toward their Ascension Status. The reason for this

communication this day is to reveal that humanity has arrived at a new point in their
Evolutionary process; another crossroad, another turning point! Right now, they are poised
upon the edge of yet another chasm where the bottom is undetected and unknown. This is
not a physical hollow gorge covered in mists of invisibility, but the abyss of profound
differences between peoples of diverse and varying levels of consciousness.
There are vast numbers of human beings who are presently standing upon this edge ‘of
something new and exciting’ that is awaiting them for the Greatest Good of all mankind. So
many aspirants are coming to the Self-Realization that something new is transpiring upon
Earth despite the chaos, turmoil and outrageous actions of a few radical groups and control
beliefs systems. That something has arrived and those who are ready to become aware of it
are gathering upon the precipice of this leading edge of advancement to be transformed.
There is standing room only at this time as few have yet made the decision to jump into this
abyss let alone to physically engage this transition. Imagine for a moment the picture of
lemmings leaping off a cliff into the ocean as they follow their instinctive and intuitive Natures
to be Transformed. This is what We see here with humanity, the moment they realize that
life as they know it, is not life at all and just a substitute while coming to understand the
Reality of Their Earth Sojourn.
There is something else that I wish to be known at this stage, and that is, humanity needs to
become aware that within this period of change all new-age concepts, the ways of being seen
as Spiritual through all associated modalities and ways of being, were only created as a
process of introducing oneself to ones’ Higher Self as to being Spiritual in Nature. Now that
the Spirituality is accepted, albeit not fully understood, then the partaking of the Truth about
Being Spirit must go hand in hand with thoughts, words, and actions. A lower level of
consciousness is now able to be transcended and elevated to Higher Levels of Awareness and
Truth. Truth never stops expanding and to keep up with these rates of expansion one must
make new decisions constantly within their lives.
I tell you Dear Ones that alternative modalities, regardless of their natures are very rapidly
becoming obsolete. The end of their usefulness is coming; indeed it has been superseded
already, and thus will secure the new-age dissolution, making way for the next Dimensional
Shift into and through Cosmic Consciousness! The old new-age reality as it has been called,
was but another steppingstone toward more innovative, illustrious, and illumined awareness
of Who Human Beings Really Are. It was another rung set upon the ladder of human evolution
that would allow human beings to see another side of what used to be recognized to make
them feel different, more important, and more Spiritual than those who were living far more
unconsciously within the general populace.
These are the perceived differences in consciousness that I mentioned earlier; us and them
mentality; ‘I am more Spiritual than they are’ attitudes; ‘I know better and so my way is why
I am correct in my own self-importance’. So many have used Spirituality as a crutch for their
own protection from the Truth! That crutch is now being withdrawn and evaporated into the
ethers of imaginary reality, so please hear what I Am about to say!

Let’s call them Light workers. Light workers have assimilated and utilized the information and
Knowledge from all sorts of Higher Entities for Guidance and Support and indeed these Loving
Beings will always be available to Guide and Direct where necessary. These Divine Light
Beings were given permission via Dispensations from God to open communications with
humanity. These Dispensations were offered to provide relief of the Higher Laws and
Originally ascribed obligations held within the Charters and Fiats of God, that prevented this
interaction between Higher Entities and humanity on the ground. Am not saying this
communication will cease, what I Am saying is that the present forms that it takes is now
beginning to wane, which will allow Humanity to stand far more within their own Powers of
Connection with Their ‘I AM’ Presence, and no longer giving Their Power away to anything
outside of themselves. By giving Their Power away I mean by using such Higher
Communication as a crutch for them not to stand in their own Power of the God Light Within.
But what is being called for now, is for the Humans who Know that they are Becoming the
Christed Ones, to step forward and tell their stories of how they changed their lives through
Self-Awareness and how they made their connections directly to Their Higher Selves/’I AM’
Presence/God - Goddess Within. These are the New Leaders of the planet, the One’s that will
guide and support humanity from directly within the midst of the human experience.
No, I Am not speaking of those who work in alignment of self-gratification and self-gain, I Am
not referring to those who draw energy from others to make themselves feel better or more
powerful or Higher in the overall scheme of things. And believe Me there are a multitude
who take advantage of those around them through the use of Higher information and making
themselves appear on the surface as more enlightened. Yes, what I Am speaking of are those
Beautiful Souls who are selfless distributors of the Light, the ones who work tirelessly behind
the scenes and the limelight of assumed Spiritual prowess. I Am referring to those who
continue to hold the Presence of God in Their Lives simply for Love’s Own Sake and not for
any type of personal gain, be it money, power, or position.
These are the Souls We are now asking to become more translucent, to Shine their Lights so
that others may see them more transparently, indeed with a more Crystal-Clear
Consciousness. We need you now more than ever before. Not for what you have to say, but
for the resonances of the Light that Shines from within you! You Know Who You Are! Yes, I
Am Speaking with You My Beloved Brothers and Sisters!
These Souls will be far more accepted by the general populace for they will be seen as Human
Avatars, in the likeness that others can easily believe they can imitate and emanate from
within themselves. So, Their achievements will be accepted as potentialities of attainable
Spirituality given the work that is required to be undertaken. For those who have never read
the ‘Parable of the Tar Pit’ by Kryon and Lee Carol, you would do well to read this simple yet
most powerful imagery of Truth in Fine Light Print.
I can tell you now Dear Souls, that these are the people that We are calling forth presently, to
close the gaps of indifference, to bridge the chasms of ignorance and arrogance between the
disparities of perceptions in alternative beliefs and understandings of the Truth about Life

upon Earth and human relationships between themselves and Themselves and The Natural
Kingdoms. Channelling as you presently know it, will soon become a thing of the past as there
will be The New Christed Beings in your neighbourhood, who will share their own first-hand
experiences of Knowledge, Love and Wisdom, not as human medium of a Higher Voice, but a
Human Angel Expressing the Voice of God Directly and first hand from Within Them!
Let Me emphasize this one more time for I cannot tell you how important it is for you to
KNOW this! The present New Age is waning very rapidly, and The New Cosmic Consciousness
has arrived, flowing fervently to fill every crack and crevice of human thought form and
conscious belief. This New Cosmic Consciousness is not about new-age modalities, it is about
Being and Living within the physical Realms fully embodying Greater Knowledge that now has
begun to abundantly amalgamate Love with Action. Many are noticing that the old ways of
doing things just do not seem to work any longer. Many have felt the pregnant pauses within
their lives as they typically begin to step toward old ways, old beliefs, and old programs. Many
are realizing that there is no longer completion of old tasks, for they dissolve well before
fruition.
Well this is an invitation to all who wish to open their Heart’s to another way of achieving
Higher States of Awareness and Accomplishments. The New Cosmic Consciousness is the
Higher Truth of Who You Are and have always been.
The Resolutions found through this Elemental Grace Alliance will begin to draw closer far
Greater numbers of humanity who will begin to realize that there is a huge difference
between what We call ‘spiritual glamour’ and Divine Spirituality. These are like chalk and
cheese and you are going to hear many messages from Spirit, channelled and otherwise,
about this as time continues to flow toward Higher Vibrational Living.
Spiritual glamour was and shall remain for 10 to 20 years yet as part of the new-age concepts,
their modalities, and aspects of how they are promoted and used. The reason they are
dissolving away is that they never really Addressed the deeper issues of the Truth held within
the Genetic DNA profile of each human being. Not really! They did create ease for the
discomforts, but never Addressing or eliminating the underlying factors of their cause. To do
this the Causal Bodies must be contacted and communicated with, and that can only be
attained through Cosmic Consciousness, Your link to God through Your Own Individualized ‘I
AM’ Presence or Higher Self. To grow one needs to expand their consciousness beyond the
limitations of what they presently can accept as Truth.
The New Cosmic Consciousness is asking you to expand, Expand, EXPAND! To open your
Supreme Mind to Greater potentials of wakefulness; to look even further afield by allowing
your Higher ‘I AM’ Presences to lead you away from the old truth and toward the ONLY Truth.
There has never been such a Cosmically Supported potential as this in the history of the planet
to date. Billions of years in the Planning, can you Imagine That!
If you do not resonate with these words, then maybe you should look a little deeper into the
Life and Times of Beloved Jesus, Mary Magdalene, Mother Mary, Mother Teresa, Buddha, St
Frances of Assisi as Kuthumi and many, many others. Indeed, look at the lives that I have spent

on Earth, over the last 2000 years! Look at the lives of those who lived upon Earth and
physically reached Their Enlightenment and Ascension Status as an Ascended Master. Believe
Me when I tell you, within the life and times of these precious Souls, there was no room for
spiritual glamour, Their and My Ascension came from Our Cosmic Consciousness and Its
implementation into Our Physical and Earthly Lives through Our Conscious interaction and
Love with The Elementals, Devas, and Angelic Host Companions. Our Lives became the
Physical Manifestation of Spirit through the connections We Made to Our Causal and Monadic
Bodies! We became the Full Embodiment of the Living Christ, The ‘I AM’ Presence, The God
‘I AM’ Within, just as you are awakening to do soon as you continue to walk toward it at this
time.
And so Dear Souls I Am here to tell you that this New Cosmic Consciousness is here for all to
embrace now in a much more tangibly Loving Way. For Us it was far more difficult, but by
doing this We have paved the way for many, many more on a much grander scale to achieve
the same. It was and is not easy, for that We can attest, yet the time is here, eons of years of
training and preparation have brought you to this place of standing upon the edge of change
once again, along with many of your colleagues, friends and Family who have supported you
over the millennia. Standing room only indeed! Now is the time to open Your Hearts and to
take Your next leap of Faith!
To Trust in what you are being shown through those Who Love You immeasurably! Jump then,
into the Cosmic Abyss of the Unknown so that the unidentifiable can be celebrated through
clarification, the indescribable can be unmistakably definable and the mysterious can become
the Known. And then once this has been experienced and integrated into your new lives,
then it can become Your New Wisdom from which you will grow toward the next
steppingstone, the next rung upon another Ascension Ladder. No harm will come to you for
You Are ‘A Child Of God’! Remember Ascension is not a place it is simply the achievement of
attaining a Higher Awareness of The Truth through Active and Conscious Expansion and
Expression of God’s Impersonal Love and Life with All!
Once again, I ask that you listen very carefully to what I Am going to say, for I will not mince
My Words. I Am Known for My Directness and Honesty. Your Ascension, Dear human beings,
depends, from this point forward, upon your connection, voluntary interaction, co-creational
activities, and unity consciousness with the Elemental and Natural Kingdoms. Make no
mistake, The Elemental Kingdoms, The Angelic Worlds, The Nature Beings, ARE YOU!
What you are doing to yourselves you are at the very instant doing to Them as well. They Are
everything you stand for, your life, your breath, your heartbeat, your food, sustenance,
health, abundance. Your thought forms, words and actions are directly reflective in what you
see around you as constructive and beneficial creation or destructive and detrimental
deprivation.
This Elemental Grace Alliance has been Proposed to Bridge this gap in lack of awareness and
understanding of the relationships between humanity and these Wonderful Light Beings and
Builders of Form and not without virtuous reason. Human beings are very powerful indeed

in their creations, yet the Power that you have yet to tap into, will come only from your newly
found Alliance with the Elemental, Nature and Angelic Host Worlds and Kingdoms. I Am not
just saying it; Your Life, Your Ascension, now depends upon the merging of human
consciousness more than ever before upon Planet Earth with these Dear God Beings.
There is still a lot to share but as We are speaking within this Group of Discourses about the
‘Protection of the Future’ for humanity, We are also speaking of the Protection and the
Grateful Thanks Giving to all Those Who support humanity in all Their choices, no matter how
low in Vibration they may be or may have been in the past. The New Cosmic Consciousness
is here and So It Is for all of humanity to now have access to it when they choose to make that
choice!
‘I AM’ St Germain and ‘I AM’ The Love of Humanity. I Know what it is like to be human, and I
Know the processes that are required to uplift them into their own Power, Love and Wisdom
with the All That Is! Your success is Our Goal!
I now step back to allow others Who wish to step forward to offer Their Love to this Noble
Cause.
And It Is So!
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Beloveds, ‘I AM’ St. Germain, Chohan of the Seventh Ray and this is the Age of Freedom
through Ceremony and Ritual. I too, come today with an excitement of Joy and Relief, for
what has transpired over the past days, is indeed a foundation for so much advancement and
the quickening, toward the Gifting of Humanity, The Elementals, The Devas and The Angelic
Host, The Christ Light of Love, Life and God! ‘I AM’ in Joy indeed!
However, even though I Am so enthused by the focus of all these Proposals brought forth by
an unascended being, there are aspects of these things that need clarification and elaboration
upon, although perhaps not entirely through this Alliance. After all, the chasm that continues
to divide humanity in unified consciousness, still in many ways is just as wide as ever! Even
within the more dedicated individuals and groups around the planet that shall be the leaders
via the New Bridge of Consciousness that is yet to be effectively and efficiently constructed.
So many good-hearted Souls still do not fully comprehend the dynamics and the formulas to
achieve such goals. And there is only so much that We can do to help, when free will and lack
of Absolute LOVE IN ACTION is applied.
Peter has outlined so many Proposals that We are aware of; not all have black and white
solutions. There are some, that We have not been able to extend Our Full Powers of Influence
over, due to the lack of human permission through the correct Laws of Invocation, Ceremony
and Ritual. Remember please, that this 2000-year Cycle of Change has only just begun Its
Divine Influence and still within the transitional period of Its Own Individualized Fruitfulness.

Indeed what Peter is alluding to, whether applied or implied consciously or purposefully
withholding certain relevant information, the next 2000 years is a time of New Religion, a
time where a brand new thought form will be introduced to the masses of humanity whereby
all the good of The God Attributes of all present day religions will be garnered and then
adapted within a New Cosmic Consciousness through Ceremony, Ritual, Service, Invocation
and Love In Action.
Ritual must not be misunderstood, for it does carry within human consciousness, negativity,
through the use of black or dark magic. But Ritual is simply Directed Energy, and what I Am
Stating is the Ordered Service of Directed Energy. Where Energy is not directed, it disperses
itself to become once again neutral, awaiting its next invocation.
The New Specialized Gatherings, to truly Nurture and Protect the Quality of Life and Freedom
of Spirit, through Invocation, Ceremony and Ritual have already begun. And, these Gatherings
indeed work within certain areas of the Dispensations that Peter so wisely and assuredly has
proposed. Maybe Peter would like to share a channel that was given him some time ago, that
reflects and outlines the very beginning of such New Gatherings and I will gladly elaborate
upon these guidelines. For this is the direction, We are now traveling, particularly with Point
Number 17 of the Proposals ‘Teaching Facilities and Programs.’ So much to tell you, so much
We wish to give, provide and assist humanity with. Yet still Our hands are tied for just a while
longer before humans are in a position of their Own Focus of Knowing; what it is that they,
through their own ‘I AM’ Presence, Desires of Them! While confusion remains,
misunderstandings of their perceptions of what God Is and how the Laws of The Universe
function and are applied, there remains a deficit of Love Substance that shall continue to
prevent the movement of mountains, the removal of negativity, discord, destruction, and the
elimination of inhumane actions toward humanity.
What is so beautiful about this Elemental Grace Alliance, and I did indeed from its beginning,
have my reservations, but through one human being with a dream, so much clarity of
intention and application of the Laws, it has provided this amazing platform from which to
Ascend into Greater Awareness and Universal Understanding. Through this, shall come a
Revolution of Truth that will set humanity free from all those things that they are presently,
having to face head on! This Elemental Grace Alliance was proposed originally because there
was perceived an imbalance between humanity and the Elemental Kingdoms. It is absolutely
on track within the present human consciousness and the need to reunite the three groups
of Evolving Beings that must come together before any of the Proposals made here, can be
fully engaged, implemented, executed, or employed. I shall explain why!
As the Angelic Host, The Devas and The Elementals all deal primarily with Primal Energies,
they are not so interested with the representation of form. The forms that They are drawn
to is not important for them, the Electronic Vibration of the Source of the Energy that They
Work and Build form from, is what generates Their passion and Their Joy in Service to God in
using this Energy. On the other hand, mankind is more greatly enthused with the
consciousness that works with form and thus is the one who continuously brings forth endless
ideas that require form.

Now, while man remains unaware of the Perfection in the Use of Primal Source Energy and
the Love Substance of God, and The Elementals, Devas and Angels, are not concerned with
that which is desired to manifest in physicality, is it not obvious by all, that to direct the
Energies of the Power of Creation to such attainments, and to expedite the processes of
correct manifestation, particularly at the optimal levels, manifesting directly from the
Ethereal Levels of God Substance, that man and the Elementals, Devas and Angelic Host draw
Their Consciousness together in a mutually beneficial and cooperative endeavour to Effect
Our New Age of Freedom.
It is this aspect alone that is being set forth within this Alliance. It is to date only those who
have shared the Greater Vision which the Seventh Ray of the Age of Freedom that will truly
manifest on Earth. These unascended volunteers are the pioneers who are setting in motion
a movement toward this Goal. The Ascended Masters and Other Light Beings are the Ones
Who Design and Execute God’s Desires, yet it is humanity that must voluntarily be drawn to
partake and ultimately be the ones Who Manifest and Create Their Own ‘Quality of Life and
Freedom of Spirit’.
I Am Aware that time and space are very confined as to give any detailed information
regarding what is being shared here. I know that on the surface I may appear to be avoiding
speaking of the points raised, but for those with Inner Sight and Awareness there is indeed a
very direct and profound message here that is way more important than all those things put
together; these are the foundation stones from which to build Our New Era of The Golden
Age! The Rock upon which the Church is built! The Creation of the New Circles of Light
Gatherings will be the Foundation Stones. From there the Christ Councils shall be made
manifest. And from there the Councils Will Manifest. These three groups, the humans and
the Elementals, Devas and Angelic Host, will indeed flow in confluence together, adjoining
both with the uniting Powers of Purity of Intention in total Alignment with The Elementals
and Angelic Host, using the Correct Powers of Invocation, Ceremony along with Qualified
thoughts and feelings, appropriate music and the application of the Sacred Fire of the Seventh
Ray by humans, which will speed up the quickening process of Electronic Vibrational
Resonances for the Balance of All Life and Its Divine Freedom. This is how Jesus shall be
removed from the old iconic charge of being on the cross. The quicker this commences, the
quicker this will happen.
I will now Address Peter’s request for further information on Point Number 10; he asked,
This I would kindly and respectfully ask St Germain to speak of this program in terms of this
Alliance Proposal, to offer His perspective as to the continued delay of the proclamation
announcement that must by US Law precede enactment of the widespread provisions of Trust
Funds that await disbursement. I also ask that, is it the continued presence of the Cabal that
continues to delay and create such objections to this financial reform? Thank you.
Again, such a vast subject and so little space to provide a Greater awareness. To understand
the present situations of the Cabal and their allies, one must first be reminded that God in His
Wisdom has and continues to allow all to unfold directly in accordance to His Will. While

humanity remains subservient to these powers and continues to deny the activation of their
‘I AM’ Presence, these characters will continue their reign, albeit under very strict boundaries
from which We are in control as to Our Mandate With God’s overall Design. We are aware of
their every word, thought and action, and where they surpass ultimate intentions to destroy
the masses, We can and do intervene. They know Our Powers and yet they continue to push
the limits of their allowances. Their day is coming, but not before Human Empowerment to
say; ‘No More’! Certain human groups are saying no and are indeed building resistances
against the Cabal. But these Dear Souls are not coming from the full understanding and
although their unified power is great, it only disassembles and allows the perpetrators to
reassemble in other activities that can sometimes be effectively worse. Humans have no idea
the resilience and power these Cabal have. But they are not Greater than God and before long
the Dark will disappear at the hands of the Light!
Although Peter has brought all these things to the surface within a single document of
expression, there is little that can be done while that which I have given in the first half of My
Address is not implemented by humanity themselves; they must take back their Powers of
Sovereignty and Act together in Unified Fields of Consciousness, not as one here and one
there and a group here and group there, that are not taking the Responsibility of Action,
without human egos getting involved. The presently perceived Balance of Cabal power will
continue to push the envelope of human endurance. This will be so, until mankind fulfils their
‘I AM’ Presences’ Desires for Them to raise themselves above the entanglement of those
levels of consciousness. The Balance is turning, but not as quick as We would like. Today We
see such potentials arising that there is a Greater effort now being exerted toward this means
of collaboration between humanity and the Elementals, Devas and Angelic Host.
Make no mistake My Friends, what has transpired here within this Alliance has already
touched the Heart and Soul of Every human being upon the planet. The Invocations that Peter
has Set Forth into Action are NOW IN ACTION and will continue to be as They Are, Through
Every Engagement from here on in, with All The Elementals, Angelic Host, Archangels,
Ascended Masters offering Their Support. This is indeed a Milestone in the History of Our
Beloved Earth. God Knew it was coming and the Responsibilities to Create it through Human
Endeavor is NOW in Motion.
But here is something else to be mindful of Dear Souls. When Jesus began His Reign 2000
years ago, this was the Age of the Christian Dispensation; the beginning of the Christian
Religion. God in His Wisdom gave but one man to humanity to pave the way before this new
2000-year Golden Age of the New Cosmic Consciousness, not a religion as you know it, but
one that will indeed Unite the masses in a Higher Worship of God that you have never known
upon Earth before. This is the Adoration and Expression of ‘The ‘I AM’ Presence’ through
Human Angels!
The New Gatherings will be the Churches from which the Word of ‘The ‘I AM’ Presence’ Will
Spread. Not the churches of old but the New Places of Worship, in whatever form they take,
that the Golden Heart Light Manifests. And as it spreads, like ants to a honey pot, They will
come in their droves. Why? Because the pain of staying away will be too great! The Light of

these New Leaders and Directors of the New Churches will act like Magnets of Love, Power
and Wisdom for humanity to find Peace. There will be many Bearers of this Light, for one or
two or 100 or a 1000 will not be sufficient to undertake the work that is proposed here by
Peter in his Proposals. The number estimated was 144,000, and until the number is reached,
the work will not be complete. These 144,000 Individualized Expressions of the ‘I AM’
Presence, will have to be achieved for this full transition; To Become the Second Coming; The
Living Christs They Will Be!
And They will walk amongst the people until all have reached their Ascension Status. These
Souls will have to achieve the God Presence within themselves in the physicality of Earth and
the convictions and feelings and the Presence of the Authority and Its Powers will allow them
to Invoke and Draw from Anywhere in the Universe, whatever Power and Powers may be
required to render assistance in the environment in which He or She is presently residing and
living, indeed as They move around the planet clearing, cleansing and Healing! These Masters
will be the Priests and the Priestesses of the Sacred Fire, who will be capable, with increasing
efficacy of uplifting Their Brothers and Sisters to Greater ‘Quality of Life and Freedom of
Spirit’.
Dear Humans, We Are Here standing beside you, each of you and so We will do Our Part, but
by the same token you must do yours. Without your participation and Love In Action, without
Your Commitments, Dedication and Rhythm of Consistency and Constancy, without You
calling the shots and making the decisions of that which you desire, Our hands are tied to any
degree of getting physically involved.
I shall stop now to allow others to come forward from Their Divine Awareness and Comments
of further Love and Support. Call on Me anytime and I WILL Come. Through Humility your
Freedom Will Be Won. Freedom with all the Divine Attributes and Virtues in Action Expressing
Their Qualities Through You. God Bless You, And So It Is!
I believe that St Germain’s words relating these New Gatherings also embrace the Truth
offered through these words by Joseph Benner’s channel of God.
You, who have heard the Call of the Christ, and have consecrated yourself and your life to the
Service of Humanity; You, who have felt the Divine urge to give to others of the Spiritual
Blessings you have received; You, who have assumed the position of Teacher and Leader to
the hungering Souls that have come to you to be fed, Hear this, My Special Message, to you.
You, Beloved, are My chosen Minister. You I have selected to be an avenue through which I
shall pour many Blessings into the world. Yes, I have called you apart, and have pointed out
to you the vast work there is to do, the millions of sleeping Souls waiting for the touch that
will rouse them to a consciousness of the real purpose of their being here, in this life. I have
shown you wherein you can help in this Work and have proven to you that you are truly
helping, by the appreciation and gratitude of those whom I have brought to you and enabled
you to help.
Yes, you feel you are working in vain, and although the way may appear dark and uncertain
and the means and ability to continue may not be in evidence, yet something within compels

you to keep on, telling you that all will be taken care of in due season, if you prove faithful to
the cause you have made your own. I recall all this to you, even though it may not have
appeared thus clearly before to your mortal consciousness. I point this out in order to prepare
you for what I now have to say.
For I now desire you to know that I have a definite Plan and Purpose in all this, and that the
time is here when you may become a conscious co-worker with Me in its fulfilment; the point
in your Spiritual Life has been reached when your true place in My Plan and an understanding
of My Purpose will be revealed to you.

ST GERMAIN: Esteemed Members of this Alliance Council, Beloved Children of the Light,
Blessed Peter, I come today as part of these closing Discourses, with My Heart pulsating with
a Joy that I have not felt for a very long time. I have heard within the last few Discourses
something that in All My Knowing, did not expect. For it to surface, especially through the
progressive presentations of the information presented thus far in the Elemental Grace
Alliance, is indeed a miraculous achievement indeed! This idea of the New Radiation Centers
of The Beloved Maha Chohan even surprised Me with this idea coming forth so soon and
without any anticipated signs. One that was always in hopeful train to come forward in the
consciousness of unascended and Ascended Beings alike one day. But not, did I ever see that
it would have ever risen to the conscious awareness of this entire Universal Earth Evolutionary
Program initiated from a simple question or statement from a humble human ant, as he so
modestly calls himself, and a simple question that he shared with God and His Beloved ‘I AM’
Presence. My hat, metaphorically speaking, for I do not wear a hat, a halo perhaps, (there is
great laughter in the Alliance), yes, I take off My hat to you My Brother, in all your human
naivety which has initiated such a Grand Council. I must admit, as I told you from the
beginning, that I was rather sceptical about such an impulsive yet prudent request.
I stand here today corrected, by the Divine Manifestation of this Elemental Grace Alliance and
I Am so pleased to say that! And to you Beloved Maha, for seeing this potential looming and
stepping forward to make your thoughts and feelings Known, so that others can now build
upon those Loving Energies. Just as We did when We all began the Manifestation of those
groups of chelas who were asked to assist us in compiling the Truth of The Nature of Love and
Light. These Beloved Disciples back then worked tirelessly to prepare, publish and
disseminate the Words of the ‘I AM’ Presence and God that really has made a huge impact on
where Spiritual humanity is today and their understandings of the ‘I AM’ Presence! It is My
Privilege this day in voicing to you My Gratitude, My Boundless Gratitude for all the sincerity,
all the loyalty to the Light and to the Mighty ‘I AM’ Presence, of all those Disciples, and all
those who have taken the Reams of Information and Knowledge and placed it into their lives.
A great fruition has taken place, after so many centuries of effort. It was/is not until this
Understanding of the Mighty ‘I AM’ Presence has been brought forth that mankind could be

sustained, or even that which was temporarily accomplished, to be made permanent. So, I
give you these Words today as an eternal, everlasting, stabilizing, encouragement for the ‘I
AM’ Power to act within everyone who desires to create the Perfection the Heart of Love
desires.
Now the same loyalty, commitment, and dedication of selfless Love in Action, must use this
information that is now a human experience and place it within the lives of individuals and
groups that will align to the New Radiating Centers. All the outer information available is
provided and that part of the Plan is, shall I say complete. Now it is time to seek out the Inner
Information and to place it into one’s experiences with fervent and unwavering, selfless
commitment to make it Knowledge and hence, to turn it into Divine Love, Wisdom and Power.
When I feel the Energies of The Magnetic White Fire Electronic Light that has been generated
by this Alliance, I Know that it will attract, like moths unto a naked flame, those who are ready
to Shine Their Radiant Lights forth, into All Realms of humanity, Earth, the Elementals, Devas,
Nature Spirits and the Angelic Host. This gives Me such delight to think about that and a
Divine eagerness to build upon from here. What a Divinely Beautiful and Gracious way to
bring these Blessed Discourses to a close within this first stage of these Proposals.
However, within all this genuine adoration given which comes so passionately from My Heart
Center to each Member, Scholar and Chela who desires to enter into such more expansive
Natures of expression, there are some serious facets of such a merging, that also needs to be
Qualified as admonishments for the creation of these New Radiation Centers. You are
beginning to realize, Beloved Ones, that these formations, shall not be just another activity of
personal conscious service brought forth; instead they shall be intended to become
Impersonal, Selfless, Giving and Permanent, establishments of The Mighty God Presence
Activities, which will expand, firstly through each Member of the Group and then continue to
expand outwardly from the Heart Center of the Central God Flame of the Over Lighting
Masters and Archangels. It could be likened to moving from an elementary high school, with
all respects to the Elementals here, directly to a Specialized University. Those who register
for Earth Universities generally do so without the feelings of ever resigning from the studies
before the Degrees’ are achieved. In the case of those who are just lingering half-heartedly
with these new potentials, and may temporarily turn aside, due to lack of self-assurances or
through listening to foolish gossip, will return again at some stage, sometime and see their
great mistake being presented to them in the here and Now of their future time here on Earth.
Or as the case may be, upon another Earth Realm within another Universe. Something else
to contemplate Beloveds. So, Dear Ones, stand within your ‘I AM’ Presence, untouched by
any lack of self-assurance or human gossip, attack, or interference, knowing that all is within
your grasp in the acceptance of your Mighty Presence and Its Application. I say this because
you would not be reading this if you were not ready to join the New Radiation Universities of
Light!
It is amazing how mankind continues to believe that things, to which it has not been
accustomed, are impossible. Just because they have not previously had information
concerning such things, or their attention has not been called to them. Again, I say to you:

this is no idle result of imagination, but one that has been clearly Intentional, fortified by the
Conscious application of the Laws of Creation Themselves. It is a Mighty Power which with
God’s Loving Hand, The Ascended Ones and the unascended human hearts will manifest
through the Powers, of Their Mighty ‘I AM’ Presence. We, who have accomplished the
Magnificent Victory of the Etheric Temples of Light, stand ever ready to encourage, to
strengthen, to give you of The Powers of Our Life to sustain and encourage you unto ‘Your’
New Radiation Centers or Temples Victory, and even ‘Your’ Ascension to be achieved.
Oh, I plead with you, Beloved Children of the Light who have been in this Light for sufficient
years and Who have awakened as Way Showers: never allow your human self or anyone else
to cause you to question for one second your ability to build your Temples or to make your
Ascension, even in this embodiment. I tell you again that age as you know it, has nothing
whatever to do with it. The Expansion of the Light within you has everything to do with it,
and the human self knows nothing about that.
The Pledges you take will be to your own ‘I AM’ Presence and no one else. Do not, please, I
press upon you, go into those groups out of curiosity, wonder, speculation or even awe, unless
you are absolutely willing to fulfil that requirement to which you have and must Declare your
Intention by placing your Name in Covenant of the Calling. You may not understand yet what
it means, or, the Action of the Law, when unfaithful to your Own Light. So I tell you this in
advance Dear Ones. Your Heart has always been willing, and now your intellect may say, ‘Yes,
I am willing to abide by this’. But please, please remember, you will be acting under the Law
of Your Great ‘I AM’ Presence, the ‘All Seeing Eye of God’, Your Mighty ‘I AM’ Presence, from
which no single motive or act is hidden. Sometimes the Messengers have pleaded with the
Beloved Disciples for so long, yet they will still go on doing the things that they know in their
Hearts are a tragic mistake, regardless of what they believe is right in their hearts.
They think that no one knows it. We cannot help knowing what is within your motive, what
is within your world. For it is imprinted on the atmosphere about you because every thought,
feeling, and motive is a record which We have to read. Not that We seek to do it, but if We
are going to help you, We must read it. Will you not feel now in this moment, and hold it
forever, that the ‘All Seeing Eye of God’, which your Higher Mental Body uses, knows every
single thing that occurs in your Life, every feeling and motive that is there? Do not try to
deceive your Presence!
I am speaking with all the Love of My Heart, for I want to help you. I want you to see, if you
will, the mistake of just humanly entering into a thing without a Pure, Honest motive behind
it. Remember, in your Heart Center, as well as in the Heart Center of the other Beings who
may Serve the ‘Attractor Field’ or Teachers of God, must come Purity, Loyalty, and
Faithfulness, if you are to go forward in the Light! Deception is an unpardonable karmic
generator, anywhere in the world, and so much more in magnification with anyone who has
the Knowledge and indeed is already working with their Mighty ‘I AM’ Presence.
So, if you have made mistakes (this is the point in which I am trying to help), if you have made
mistakes, and you know, the Heart always Knows, there is no one who can make excuses for

it. Self-pity and vanity will have no bearing and shall receive their just returns, karmically
speaking. Any of the old human traits or attitudes have no part in this Work! Therefore, I
want you to feel that I hold your hand to help you overcome all these things. If you have made
mistakes, call immediately on the Law of Forgiveness, and ask the ‘I AM’ Presence or Holy
Spirit Presence to wipe them out, dissolve and consume the cause and effect of that mistake
or any other.
Today, Beloved Ones, Great is Your Privilege! Great is Your Freedom, which stands with the
Door wide open facing into the Great Eternal Light which holds all things for you. Will you not
accept It? Will you not continue? The Great ‘I AM’ Presence has pushed back the doors of
doubt and fear, and over you is written in Golden Light, ‘Your Way To Freedom’. Will you not
accept It? Enter in now with greater firm determination and see how quickly all disturbance
dissolve will and disappear from your world. You are now the Master of your world if you will
but accept and use Your Dominion of the ‘I AM’ Presence. Never question Your Ability, Your
Authority, Your Powers to Achievement. God, the Mighty ‘I AM’ Presence, whose Ray of Light
and Energy beats Your Heart and sustains Your Life is your certain Victory always. Will you
not engrave that upon your consciousness for constant use, so It may show you and give you
the eternal proof that you cannot fail?
When people come to you with discordant things, BE SILENT. Then you will hold your world
in this Great Harmony, until the fullness of It loses the Power of the God ‘I AM’ Presence to
go forth and do what is required. No one thing is more difficult for mankind to conquer than
the continual revolving in thought of some discordant thing. Today you have the Knowledge
in your Mind, the Sceptre in your Hand, in the Name of the Mighty ‘I AM’ Presence, by which
you can fill your world with Happiness, Beauty, Purity and Perfection. I beseech with you,
Stand Guard over your world! Your Presence Will, if called into Action, Lead You. Remember,
‘you can love your family, friends, communities and the world, more powerfully without your
arms around them’.
Then you are not in danger of the human desires sweeping in and causing you to do things
you will regret the rest of your Life. Oh, Beloved Precious Young People! I have watched the
progress of mankind throughout the centuries, and have seen beautiful, blessed young men
and women go down under the desires of old human consciousness and projections and the
suggestions from humanity that tell them they should waste their energy. Then after, as the
years pass them by, they become decrepit and aged, when they could have maintained the
youth, beauty, and perfection in their bodies, sustained by the conservation of their energies.
Oh, Dear Souls, young and old, who have made mistakes! Call on the Law of Forgiveness!
Take a firm, determined stand with the Your Mighty ‘I AM’ Presence to hold control in your
world, to remove from you, all wrong desires, and to hold Its Dominion within you Eternally
Now. Today, Beloved Ones, My Love enfolds you with the fullness of Its Power for your
Happiness, Freedom, and Ascension. I pour forth the Great Love of the Great Host of
Ascended Masters, the Great Cosmic Beings, and the Legion of Light, to Glorify, to Enfold you
and to Hold you within Its Mighty God Radiance of the Sacred White Fire Flame of Electronic
Light unto your Eternal Victory. The Glory of the Light of God, the Mighty ‘I AM’ Presence

within you, enfolds you in Its Invincible Protection! Enfolds you in Its Mighty Directing
Intelligence, and clothes you in Its Mighty Light, forever sustained. I Bless this Alliance and
All that it has achieved to date, may it continue to Expand, Expand and Expand through the
Violet Flames of Myself and All of My Glorified Colleagues and Friends.
Before I step aside for My Beloved, Lady Portia to come forth and share some words of
encouragement Herself, I have just received a message from Peter telepathically asking what
to call these New Radiation Centers. Although it is not my choice to make such a decision, I
would suggest however, that each Center would be called by the Name of the Over Lighting
Master, Elohim, or Archangel.
For within Their Names there is already embedded the Vibrational Qualities and Virtues of
Their Gifts from God. This would help to ground such Centers instantaneously upon Their
Openings to begin Their Radiating Powers; for example, ‘The St. Germain Lady Portia
Sanctuary of the Violet Flame’. This would help people to immediately correlate themselves
with the Divine Activities of that which is their own Ray Essence as it Shines forth. I hope that
this is of help to you Dear Peter, but the final choice is yours Dear Soul, a Legacy and your
Birth right, that is being Bestowed upon you; having Earned it with the Distinction and Divine
Grace and Honour, for Your Work and Contributions to the Narayana University of Earth Life!
Beloved Portia, ‘I AM’ at the end of My Discourse now, Bless You for Your Magnificent
Radiance and Patience.
LADY PORTIA: Beloveds, ‘I AM’ Lady Portia and today I come to you both, as Lady Portia, the
Divine Consort of Beloved St. Germain, as well as One of the Directors of the Karmic Board. ‘I
AM’ the Chohan of the Golden Ray of the Christ Buddha within Your Self. As the Feminine
Aspect of the Violet Fire I also work with St. Germain on the 7th Ray, and now are also
transcending to the 8th Golden Ray in preparations for what will come in Earth’s future! So ‘I
AM’ also called the Goddess of Justice and The Goddess of Opportunity.
Esteemed Members of this Council, Peter and all the Dear Souls who will soon come into
contact with these Discourses, I wish to share with you the opportunities which have now
Illuminated themselves as a result of these Gatherings and the New Potentials that may
develop in the very near future. Just as you must garner the necessary Radiation of Light to
Preserve the Freedom of Your Soul, to Preserve your Soul in Light that will keep it in orbit not
only around the physical Sun Center of the Solar System, but also around the Spiritual Sun or
the Great Central Sun as it is called, that is the Source of Life for all Life Forms in this System,
Each one who is able to sustain the Radiation of Light required to keep himself or herself free,
becomes a candidate for the garnering of Energies necessary to keep the planet free. Free of
what you may ask?
The weight of world Karma has never been as great as it is today. And, as Peter has outlined
within these Discourse Proposals, there is very definitely an aspect of the Work to come, that
must still be Addressed in some detail. Here is where I see the use of these New Radiation
Centers also coming into ‘Their Own’ with the Appropriate Directorship at the Helms of the
Commissions Assigned. Make a mental note here Dear Peter, for I Am herewith, nominating

you as an unascended human Representative, Acknowledged by the Karmic Board of
Directors, as one of the New Earth Directors, who shall sit upon a New Board of Administrators
that I Myself are now considering with such a contractual obligation within the formation of
the New Radiation Centers of Light!
The Divine Mother shall intercede before the Court of the Sacred Fire on behalf of the Children
of God that the descent of their own Karma might not destroy the very platform of their
evolution. Let Me ask you a question. What is the use of the Path of Initiation if the Planetary
platform can no longer sustain its evolutions? Let me answer that for you. The Path of
Initiation is drawn with two parallel lines. The first is the man or woman attaining Self-Mastery
in the microcosm of his or her physical being. The second is the man or woman attaining SelfMastery in the macrocosm of the Planetary Body and Consciousness. Now with this in mind
We also now need to consider that of the Cosmocosm, if I can call it that, for as has been sited
within this Elementary Grace Alliance Proposals, the extent of these situations that have
made themselves known to the Alliance, We have to take into account the other Planetary
Bodies including the Kuiper and Asteroid belts and other masses of physical bodies that have
not been discovered yet.
Those Dear Souls who have garnered the Radiation of Energies for the first Line of Initiation
are then given the opportunity to sustain the second. So many upon the Planet Earth ignore
the Laws of God and their own opportunity to make any advancement, whatsoever, along
Spiritual Lines that it is a requirement of the Great Law that the few in every age carry the
weight of Planetary Karma in order that the many might find the opportunity for overcoming
both in the present and in the future because the Planetary Platform has been Preserved.
Jesus The Christ was the Liberator of the world because in the moment of Victory He held the
Balance of all mankind. This means that the Radiation of Light that He garnered within His
Own Aura was sufficient to hold the Balance for the entire weight of the sins of the world.
Because He held that Balance, you, and all of mankind have the opportunity for evolution
here and now.
It is now your turn Dear Souls, you who are the Way Showers and Who have Contracted to
take on this responsibility, and needless to say you Dear Peter are one of those Dear Ones.
But you knew that, anyway, did not you! Now you can join the Forcefields of Your Light
Momentums through the New Formations of the Radiation Centers for that of the Salvation
of the world. By having such groups of dedicated Souls, the weight of the world can be diluted
so to speak and by the Declarations you make as ‘In Christ ‘I AM’ God also’ the Salvation of
the world may come to fruition in a much shorter timeframe. Therefore, draw unto yourselves
the Energies of Salvation that are for the preservation of a planet and its people.
Beloved Children of God, Call forth then your Holy Christ Selves, beating within your Hearts
and that of all of mankind. You are being called by your Benevolent Father and Divine Mother
today to become the New Radiators or Transmitters of Light, under the auspices of the New
Radiation Temples. Expand the Virtues of those Centers for which you shall be given the
Individualization of such, by the Father of Light! Expand the Nature of Father Mother God,
given you before you took physical form! Expand and manifest now, that Part and Pattern of

the Great Divine Plan for which you were allowed to come into embodiment to do by the
Great Karmic Board! Oh, thou Beloved Holy Christ Self within the Hearts of all mankind, hear
My Voice, My Words through your feelings, your minds, and the Etheric Substance, and the
flesh of you, the Blessed Ones gathering together again, just as the Essenes did around Jesus
before His Ascension. I Call Upon You Now in the Name of the Great Central Sun! Draw upon
the Glory of your Own Causal Bodies, Magnetize the Radiation of the Sacred White Fire
Electronic Light that you have built in, through and around you, over the centuries that have
passed. Release now the Flood Gates of Divinity for which the Individualized ‘I AM’ Presence
has sustained you through these eons of time!
Ah, Beloved Holy Christ Self within all mankind, Now is Your Hour, Now is Your Day! Come
forth and fulfil Thyself for the Blessing of All That Is. To the human outer personality of every
individual upon this planet, I say, in the Name of Almighty God which I Am without limit,
Peace, Be Still and Know That ‘I AM’ God! No longer shall your destructive use of the human
free will, limit the Expansion of the Power of the Holy Christ Self within every beating heart,
even beyond the veil of death! Particularly to those who have, through the Mercy of God,
been released from the compound of life, that is those who are awaiting to incarnate upon
the planet, I speak in All of My Authority: ‘no longer shall destructive use of free will be
allowed you’. I Invoke The Full Release of the Design and Pattern of Your Holy Christ Self this
day, that there shall be no more thoughts, words or actions to that perceived Armageddon
and struggle.
Congratulations Dear Peter on your achievement thus far and We can All Stand here with Our
Hands on Our Hearts and say Valé, Valé, Valé to you for your Simplicity and your Humility in
working in Harmony with the Holy Father and Divine Mother in You! I, Lady Portia, now stand
aside to make way for the next Dear Speaker to come forward. In God We Trust and Love!
And Joy It Is!

